
£

Hybrid Gel Grip Essentials 
•Smooth-writing gel roller with comfortable rubber grip

•Acid-free ink, ideal for scrapbooking K116E

FINE /MEDIUM LINE - 0.6MM

£

CHISEL TIP

Wet-Erase Liquid Chalk Marker 
•Ideal for menus, events, offers and crafts

•Semi-permanent formula suitable for outdoor use SMW26

LO
Low-odour

£

•Smooth-writing gel roller with comfortable rubber grip

•Acid-free ink, ideal for 
        scrapbooking

•Great for cards, gifts, certificates and invitations

Hybrid Gel Grip Metallic 
K118M

MEDIUM LINE - 0.8MM

£

12ML SIZE

Micro Correct Original
•The original metal-tipped correction pen

•Covers errors neatly and precisely
•No mess, no fuss, no waste!

ZL31

£

P200 Series Automatic Pencil
•Professional quality auto pencil

•Expertly engineered for drawing, drafting 
     or designing

P203/5/7/9

0.3MM, 0.5MM, 0.7MM OR 0.9MM  LEAD SIZE

£*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

FINE OR MEDIUM LINE - 0.5MM OR 0.7MM

EnerGel Plus 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no skipping or blobbing BLN25/BL27

53%*
recycled material

£*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

FINE,MEDIUM OR BROAD LINE - 0.5MM,0.7MM,1.0MM

EnerGel Plus 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no skipping or blobbing BLN25/BL27BL30

53%*
recycled material

£

FINE OR MEDIUM LINE - 0.5MM,  0.7MM

EnerGel Xm - Retractable 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no skipping or blobbing BLN75/BL77

54%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

£

FINE OR MEDIUM LINE - 0.5MM OR 0.7MM

EnerGel Xm - Retractable 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no skipping or blobbing BLN75/BL77

54%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

£

Kachiri Ballpoint
•Ergonomic, triangular-shaped rubber grip
    •For comfortable writing every day BK450

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM



£

Hybrid Gel Grip Gold, Silver or White 
•Smooth-writing gel roller with comfortable rubber grip

•Acid-free ink, ideal 
        for scrapbooking

•Great for cards, gifts, certificates and invitations
K118

MEDIUM LINE - 0.8MM

£

Hybrid Gel Grip Gold, Silver or White 
•Smooth-writing gel roller with comfortable rubber grip

•Acid-free ink, ideal 
        for scrapbooking

•Great for cards, gifts, certificates and invitations
K118

MEDIUM LINE - 0.8MM

£

CHISEL TIP 

Wet-Erase Liquid Chalk Marker 
•Ideal for menus, events, offers and crafts

•Semi-permanent formula suitable for outdoor use SMW26/56

LO
Low-odour

£

CHISEL TIP

Wet-Erase Liquid Chalk Marker 
•Ideal for menus, events, offers and crafts

•Semi-permanent formula suitable for outdoor use SMW26

LO
Low-odour

£

FINE OR MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM OR 1.0MM

Superb 
•Ballpoint pen with slimline barrel

•Great for note-taking and shorthand BK77/BK77M

£

FINE OR MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM OR 1.0MM

Superb 
•Ballpoint pen with slimline barrel

•Great for note-taking and shorthand BK77/BK77M

£ *Percentage based on total weight of 
           product excluding re�ll leads

100%*
recycled material

Super Hi-Polymer Refill Leads
•Extra strong, slow wear rate and dark colour

•Suitable for all Pentel automatic pencils 300, C505, 50, 50/9

0.3MM, 0.5MM, 0.7MM OR 0.9MM LEAD SIZE

£ *Percentage based on total weight of 
           product excluding re�ll leads

100%*
recycled material

Super Hi-Polymer Refill Leads
•Extra strong, slow wear rate and dark colour

•Suitable for all Pentel automatic pencils 300, C505, 50, 50/9

0.3MM, 0.5MM, 0.7MM OR 0.9MM LEAD SIZE

£*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

MEDIUM OR BROAD LINE 0.7MM - 0.7MM OR 1.0MM

EnerGel X 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth rubber finger grip BL107/110

84%*
recycled material

£*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

MEDIUM OR BROAD LINE 0.7MM - 0.7MM OR 1.0MM

EnerGel X 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth rubber finger grip BL107/110

84%*
recycled material



£

VARIABLE LINE WIDTH

Fountain Pentel
•The feel of a fountain pen without the fuss!

•Double-sided nib provides firm feel one side, 
       flexible response the other

•Water-based ink

JM20MB

£

FINE/MEDIUM TIP- 0.7MM OR MEDIUM/BROAD TIP- 0.8MM

87%*
recycled material

Slicci Gel Roller
•Ultra smooth flowing pigment gel ink

•Short barrel length ideal for notebooks, 
      diaries and pockets

BG207E/BK208M

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

£
NMS51

FINE BULLET POINT MARKERS

CD/DVD Marker
•Permanent ink

•Suitable for CDs, DVDs, glass, 
      metal and plastic

89%*
recycled material

LO
Low-odour

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

£

•The original fibred-tipped pen

•Bold ink colours
•The designers choice - perfect for graphics and illustrations

Sign Pen
S520

APPROX 2.0MM LINE WIDTH

£

FINE/MEDIUM LINE - 0.5MM

Handwriter Pen
•Durable tip resists pressure

•Great for those learning to write
•Water-based ink

S575M

£

CHISEL TIP & FINE BULLET POINT

e-Line Twin Tip Highlighter
•Two highlighters in one

•Chisel tip one end, fine bullet point the other SLW10

88%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

£

FINE BULLET POINT OR CHISEL TIP

Maxiflo Dry Wipe Marker 
LO

Low-odour

MWL5S/MWL6S

•3 times longer lasting than our standard 
      dry wipe marker*†

•If tip dries out push button to 
       revive flow of fresh, vivid ink

*†Writing distance compared with Pentel
               MW85 whiteboard marker 

£ *Percentage based on total weight 
        of product excluding correction tape

89%*
recycled material

Retractable Correction Tape
•For whole lines, rows or single words

•Instant write-over and refillable ZT304

4.0MM WIDE BY 4M LONG

£

Hi-Polymer Eraser
•Erases pencil marks cleanly and quickly

•Less effort than ordinary erasers, 
      with minimal debris

ZEH/05 ZEH/10

£

MEDIUM OR BROAD LINE - 0.7MM OR 1.0MM

EnerGel Xm 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no skipping or blobbing BL57/60

50%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
               excluding ink and re�ll



£

Hybrid Gel Grip 
•De luxe gel roller with smooth writing ink

•Acid-free ink, ideal for scrapbooking K227/K230

BROAD LINE - 1.0MM

K497

£

 MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM

OH!Gel Retractable
•Retractable gel roller with smooth flowing ink

•Comfortable rubber grip, ideal for 
     everyday use

£

£

£

76%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

MEDIUM LINE - 0.8MM

Ball Pentel
•The original smooth writing rollerball

•Distinctive cushioned ball tip and water-based ink R50

£

•Large, extra capacity permanent marker

•Hard-wearing chisel tip
•Ideal for posters, notices etc

Jumbo Felt Marker 
M180

VARIABLE LINE WIDTH UP TO APPROX 14.0MM

£

•Suitable for many Pentel automatic pencils
•Tube of 4 erasers

Auto Pencil Refill Eraser 
Z2-1N

Refill Eraser

Pentel 120 A3

£

•Excellent quality general writing and drawing pencil

•Rubber grip for extra comfort
          and control

A313/5/7/9

AUTOMATIC PENCIL

£

BULLET POINT MARKERS

N50- Permanent Marker
•Heavy duty marker writes on almost any surface

•Bonded fibre tip retains its shape
N50

£

CHISEL TIP MARKERS

N60- Permanent Marker
•Heavy duty marker writes on almost any surface

•Bonded fibre tip retains its shape
N60



£
•Vibrant ink colours

•Suitable for use on whiteboards
•Excellent value dry wipe marker 

Whiteboard Marker 
MW85/86

BULLET POINT - 2.0MM,   CHISEL TIP 2.5 - 7MM

£
•Specially moulded, anti-roll cap

•Suitable for use on most surfaces
•Excellent value marker with low-odour ink

Permanent Marker 
N850/60

BULLET POINT - 2.0MM,   CHISEL TIP 2.5 - 7MM

£
BK127/30

e-ball Retractable
•Popular retractable ballpoint pen

•Ideal for everyday use
•Smoot comfortable rubber grip 
            
         

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

£

•Longer length chunky barrel with a rubber finger grip

•Oil-based ink
•Well balanced shape

Superb G 
BK401

80%*
recycled material

FINE LINE - 0.7MM

£

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

Retractable Ballpoint Pen 
•Great value, ideal for everyday use

BK417

Graphgear 500

£

•Quality auto pencil with stippled brushed steel barrel
•4mm sleeve to protect lead

•Lead grade indicator
PG51-3/5/7/9

AUTOMATIC PENCIL

£ *Percentage based on total weight of 
           product excluding re�ll leads

100%*
recycled material

Super Hi-Polymer Refill Leads
•Extra strong, slow wear rate and dark colour

•Suitable for all Pentel automatic pencils 300, C505, 50, 50/9

0.3MM, 0.5MM, 0.7MM OR 0.9MM LEAD SIZE

£

Kachiri Ballpoint
•Ergonomic, triangular-shaped rubber grip
    •For comfortable writing every day BK450

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM

£

•Brush-like pen tip - Water based ink 

•Bold ink colours
•Perfect for graphics,illustrations and scrapbooks

Brush Sign Pen
SES15

APPROX 2.0MM LINE WIDTH

£

SUPER FINE/FINE/MEDIUM MARKERS

Gold & Silver Paint Marker
•Suitable for many surfaces especially 
     thick card or metal

•Aluminium barrel
MFP10/MSP10/MMP10



£

 BULLET TIP - APPROX 1.75MM - FINE TIP - APPROX 0.5MM

Twin-Tipped Marker
•Innovative permanent marker

•Twin tip - medium bullet oneend, 
     fine point the other

N65W

£
BP127/30

Rolly Retractable
•Unique, low viscosity pigment ink

•Fade-resistant
•Smoother flowing than ordinary ballpoint pens 
               
         

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

£
•Vibrant ink colours

•800m writing distance
•Liquid Ink marker with unique ‘tip and go’ mechanism 

EasyFlo Whiteboard Marker 
MW50M/60M

BULLET POINT - 2.0MM,   CHISEL TIP 1.3 - 5.3MM

£
NMS50

FINE POINT MARKERS

Permanent Marker
•Low-odour ink

•Suitable for most surfaces

89%*
recycled material

LO
Low-odour

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

£

•Original plastic-tipped fineliner

•Water-based ink
•Ideal for figure-work or stencilling

Ultra fine 
S570

ULTRA FINE LINE - 0.6MM

£

 FINE LINE - 0.7MM

Superb Ballpoint
•Original, superior ballpoint pen with slimline barrel

•Pen tip cleaned each time cap
         is replaced

BK77

Graphgear 1000

£

•Quality auto pencil with brushed steel barrel
•Rubber grip ‘pips’ for added comfort
     and controll

PG101-3/5/7/9

AUTOMATIC PENCIL

•Lead grade indicator

£

85%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM

Superb RT
•Retractable ballpoint pen with comfortable rubber grip

•Smooth writing ink BK717

£

12ML SIZE

Micro Correct Original 
•The original metal-tipped correction pen

•Covers errors neatly and precisely
•No mess, no fuss, no waste!

ZL31

£

•Brush-like pen tip - Water based ink 

•Bold ink colours
•Perfect for graphics,illustrations and scrapbooks

Brush Sign Pen
SES15

APPROX 2.0MM LINE WIDTH



£

PERMANENT BULLET TIP MARKERS

Paint Marker
•Cellulose-based paint markers
•Suitable for many surfaces,
     especially thick card or metal

MMP20

£

PERMANENT BULLET TIP MARKERS

Paint Marker
•Cellulose-based paint markers
•Suitable for many surfaces,
     especially thick card or metal

MMP20

£
XGFKP

Brush Pen 
•Create fine to broad lines with a single stroke!

•Permanent black ink
•Durable synthetic bristles retain their shape 
            
         

VARIABLE LINE WIDTH

£
FRH/F, M, B

Aquash Water Brush
•Nylon-tipped refillable water brush

•Perfect for blending colours
            
         

FINE, MEDIUM OR BROAD

£
•Ratchet system to advance and
        retract eraser

•Pen shaped eraser with protective sleeve

Click Eraser
ZE11

ERASER WITH RUBBER GRIP

£

EnerGize Pencil
•Sylish automatic pencil

•Soft rubber grip with fingertip pattern
        for comfort and control

PL75/77

0.5MM or 0.7MM LEAD SIZE

£

•Innovative document friendly pigment ink gel pen

•Ideal for official documents
•Fade-resistant and waterproof ink

Hyper G Retractable
KL257

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM

57%*
recycled material

£

Retractable Gel Roller
•Ideal for office and everyday use

•Fade-resistant ink ideal for important and
   archived documents

KL105

FINE LINE - 0.5MM

£

Retractable Gel Roller
•Ideal for office and everyday use

•Fade-resistant ink ideal for important and
   archived documents

KL105

FINE LINE - 0.5MM

£

•Ideal for paper, light card and photographic material
•Easy to use - twist base to reveal 
         and retract stick

Glue Stick
ERK20

JUMBO 20G STICK



£
BL77SW-A

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM 25p donated to
The Prostate Cancer Charity

for every pen soldRetractable gel pen 
•Quick-drying liquid gel ink – no smudging or mess on hands

•Smooth ink flow means no 
            skipping or blobbing

The Prostate Cancer Charity is a charity registered in 
England and Wales (1005541) and in Scotland (SCO39332).

£

•Smooth-writing gel roller with comfortable rubber grip

•Auto-clip nib retraction
•No cap to lose

Hybrid Retractor
K157

MEDIUM LINE - 0.7MM

£ *Percentage based on total weight of 
           product excluding re�ll leads

92%*
recycled material

Ain Stein Refill Leads
•New formular lead -Stronger then ever before

•Provides a smooth writing feel - less debis C257/03/05/07/09

0.3MM, 0.5MM, 0.7MM OR 0.9MM LEAD SIZE

£
NN50/60

BULLET TIP - APPROX 1MM - CHISEL TIP - APPROX 2MM

Permanent Marker
•Low-odour ink

•Suitable for most surfaces

85%*
recycled material

LO
Low-odour

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

£
NX50/60

BULLET TIP - APPROX 1.2MM - CHISEL TIP - APPROX 2.2-5.3MM

Retractable Marker
•Gound breaking retraction mechanism

•Tip protector - to reduce the risk
      of drying out

66%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product excluding ink

£

Fiesta Automatic Pencil
•Value auto pencil for everyday writing

•Grooved finger grip for comfort and control AX105/7

0.5MM - 0.7mm LEAD SIZE 

£
•Fibre tip

•General marker pen for everyday use
Fine Permanent Marker 

MS50

BULLET POINT - 1.0MM

£

Sharplet Automatic Pencil
•Quality writing and drawing and pencil

•Adjustable metal pocket clip A123/5/7/9

0.3/5/7/9MM LEAD SIZE

£

Fabric Gel Roller
•Permanent, waterproof, acid-free gel ink roller

•Label clothing for school, nursery or the gym
         decorate hats, shoes, and 
                other accessories

BN15

MEDIUM LINE - 0.5MM

£

CHISEL TIP 

Twin Checker Hghlighter
•Twin chisel-tipped highlighter

•Two colours in one pen
•Transparent 
       water-soluble ink

SLW8



£
MR205

Document Pen
•Fine point, metal tipped rollerball

•Fade-resistant
•Permanent pigment based ink 
            
         

FINE LINE -  0.6MM

£
PTS15/NSHIRT

PACK WITH SET OF PTS15 AND A CHILD’S WHITE T-SHIRT

Fabric Fun T-Shirt Pack 
•Create your own t-shirt pack

•Wash out while still wet, but permanent 
         once dried/irioned

£
GSK1/10

10 WATERCOLOURING CRAYONS, PLUS WATER BRUSH, SPONGE AND SHARPENER

Aquash Crayons And Water Brush Set
•So Simple to use you can create watercolour-style painting anywhere!

•Simply skech like conventional crayons and blend
       you work with the water brush
         

£
PTS7/15

SET OF 7 COLOURS

Fabric Fun Pastel Dye Sticks 
•Transform natural absorbent fabrics with dramatic, unique designs

•Wash out while still wet, but permanent 
         once dried/irioned

£
WRS12

SET OF 12 VIVID COLOUR TUBES

Water Colours
•Dry evenly, fade resistant, will not crack of flake

•Ideal for laying colour over colour (glazing) 
         •Blends easily to create 

                    subtle hues
         
  

£
XGFKP/FP10

1 BRUSH PEN WITH 2 REFILLS

Brush Pens With Refills
•Create fine to broad lines with a single stroke

•Ideal for drawings, cartoon, Manga-style artwork
               Oriental calligrapht etc
         

Twist-Erase

£

•Jumbo sized eraser - Twist barrel to reveal
•Comfortable rubber grip

•Metal pocket clip
QE515/17

AUTOMATIC PENCIL

£

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

EnerGel Tradio 
•Distinctively styled Tradio cap with window

•Ultra quick drying, smooth flowing EnerGel ink BL117

£

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

EnerGel Tradio 
•Distinctively styled Tradio cap with window

•Ultra quick drying, smooth flowing EnerGel ink BL117

Twist-Erase 

£

•Jumbo sized eraser - Twist barrel to reveal
•Comfortable rubber grip

•Metal pocket clip
QE205

AUTOMATIC PENCIL



£

BULLET POINT MARKERS

White Marker
•Value-controlled marker for non-absorbent
   Surfaces - e.g. rubber, glass etc.

•White china clay 
           pigment ink

X100W

Vicuna

£

•Ultra smooth flowing retractable ballpoint pen
•Low in viscosity providing rich and vivid
     ink colour

BX157

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
                  excluding ink and re�ll

MEDIUM LINE -  0.7MM

61%*
recycled material

£
PHN

BRILLIANT, FADE RESISTANT COLOURS

Oil Pastels 
•Slow drying time means you can work on a piece for several weeks

•Creamy-softness makes pastels easy to lay 
      down and produce varying textures

£

72%*
recycled material

*Percentage based on total weight of product 
         excluding re�ll leads and eraser

e-Sharp Automatic Pencil
•Ideal for writing, drawing and sketching

•Maximum use of lead enabled before 
     new lead is advanced

AZ125

0.5MM LEAD SIZE

£

Fabric Marker
•Suitable for use on natural, absorbent fabric

•Ventilated safty cap NM10

2.0MM TIP

£
N850/60

BULLET TIP - APPROX 2MM - CHISEL TIP - APPROX 5MM

Permanent Marker
•Exellent value permanent marker

•Suitable for most surfaces

LO
Low-odour

£

 7ML SIZE

Correct Express 
•

•

Special new formula dries quickly and 
    produces a flat surface for easy re-writing

Covers errors neatly and precisely
ZLE52W

£

CHISEL TIP -  5.0MM to 1.0MM

Illumina 
•Vivid water-based ink

•Suitable for use on most paper
•Great for highlighting, underlining and colour coding SL60

£

CHISEL TIP -  5.0MM to 1.0MM

Illumina 
•Vivid water-based ink

•Suitable for use on most paper
•Great for highlighting, underlining and colour coding SL60

£

P365 Pencil
•Quality writing and drawing and pencil

•Metal and rubber grip for comfort 
     and control

P365

5MM LEAD SIZE


